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The Horological Tool Chapter of NAWCC 
 
The Tool Enthusiasts’ Round-Up is the newsletter 
of the Horological Tool Chapter #173 of the 
National Association of Watch and Clock 
Collectors Inc., a non-profit educational 
organization.  This chapter and its newsletter are 
intended to foster interaction among NAWCC 
members who share a common interest in the use 
and collection of horological tools of all sorts.  If 
you have an item you have researched, a book of 
interest, or notes on a project you have made, please 
consider sharing your knowledge with others 
through the newsletter. 
 
The annual chapter dues of $10 will ensure that 
members receive the newsletter and are included in 
the Membership Directory when it is published.  
Members are also entitled to one classified ad in 
each issue.  If you are interested in joining this 
chapter, which will meet at various large regionals 
and also at the National Convention each year, 
please send your annual dues to the Chapter 
Secretary/Treasurer. 
 
Board of Directors 
 
President: Harvey Schmidt 
300 Overlook, Apt. 549  
Port Washington, NY 11050 
(516) 883-8813, Email: wwlathlot@aol.com 
 
Vice President: Ron Bechler 
726 Royal Glen Drive, San Jose, CA 95133 
(408) 926-3212, Email: ronbechler@comcast.net 
 
Secretary/Treasurer: Dave Kern 
5 Hilltop Drive, Manhasset, NY 11030 
(516) 627-1012, Email: dkern@optonline.net 
 
Editorial Director: Bruce Forman 
234 Eagle Ridge Drive, Valparaiso, IN 46385 
(219) 763-4748, email: forman21@netzero.net 
 
Editorial Team: 
Deena Mack 
Tom Hammond 

 

Editor’s Message 
 
The Editor’s most recent project was to unpack a 
small instrument maker’s lathe that was purchased 
over ten years ago.  It was found on a mart table at a 
NAWCC Chapter #1 meeting. 
 
What drew me to this lathe was the fact that it was 
based on the traditional design of a watchmaker’s 
lathe, but only bigger.  In addition, it had many of 
its original attachments and a few parts that did not 
belong.   
 
I needed another lathe like a hole-in-my-head but 
when I asked the price, it was so reasonable that I 
could not say no.  Yet, I had no need for it other 
than its collector value and for that reason, it has 
lain dormant in a cardboard box for close to a 
decade.  
 
My current state of mind is to fix up or sell my 
collection of unfinished projects.  When I 
rediscovered the lathe, I decided to keep it but, it 
needed a bench.  Today, a maple top for a work 
bench can cost $250 but, Menard’s now sells oak 
tops at a fraction of that cost ($80).  Yes, they are 
glued up finger jointed lumber, but still a bargain 
when compared to the other options. So, off I went 
and built an oak work bench for the lathe.  It 
ultimately cost more than the lathe, when you add 
up the cost of the lumber to build the base. 
 
Chapter #173 members often have similar projects 
that they have undertaken over the years.  Yet, most 
of us often work alone and therefore find out only to 
late that there was someone who could have guided 
us through the task.   
 
Later, I talked to member Bill Bonta and he told me 
his own story of how he had built a reproduction 
work bench for his lathe.  The lathe in question is a 
Cataract lathe built by Hardinge.  Bill not only 
made the bench but rebuilt the lathe and drive 
system.  Bill’s story is the featured article in this 
issue of TER.  Not only did Bill do an excellent job, 
but his photographs of the lathe are also very good.    
 
Bruce Forman  

mailto:forman21@netzero.net
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The following story is from Member Bill Bonta who restored a Hardinge Cataract Lathe.  It is 

based on an email and photos sent to the editor describing this rewarding task. 

 
 

My Hardinge Lathe 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.  The restored Hardinge lathe, work bench, and drive system. 
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Dear Bruce, 
 
The last time we talked, I promised that I would send some pictures of my Hardinge Cataract 
clock maker’s lathe, Figure 1.  I say clock maker's lathe not because these lathes were designed 
specifically for that purpose but because they are ideally suited for use in our horological 
workshops. These lathes are the result of the logical extension of the Hardinge Brothers 
Manufacturing operations started in Chicago in the late 1800s. 
 
Originally in the watchmaking machinery business, these lathes morphed into a larger version 
of a watchmakers lathe with a 7" or 9" diameter swing. The standard watchmakers lathe has a 
4" swing. The Cataract lathe could be ordered with your choice of 3C collets (max dia. 1/2"), 
4C collets (max dia. 3/4") or 5C collets having a maximum diameter of 1" through the spindle. 
They were primarily intended for collet use turning accurate parts for instrument manufacturing 
or other fine work.  
 

 
 
 

Figure 2.  One compromise to the restoration was a quick change tool post. 
 

During the ensuing years these lathes further developed into general tool room use with a much 
higher degree of rigidity in the bed. They also offer various convenience and other features but 
they have always maintained the highest accuracy possible. New Hardinge tool room lathes are 
still available today but at extremely high prices. Spindle run-out on one of these lathes would 
be less than 30 millionths of an inch. 
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Figure 3.  The lathe fitted with a grinding attachment. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.  The milling attachment fixed to the cross-slide. 
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The main advantage of the Cataract lathe other than the accuracy is that there are many 
accessories that you find on the internet market. First of all is the availability of collets. 
Currently the 5C collet is the most popular collet in use in the U.S. and therefore they can be 
had for as little as $10 each new. I know that original Hardinge manufactured collets (used) can 
be bought for $5 each at the used machinery house I regularly visit. Unfortunately, the 4C 
collets I have are not so easily found. I have been looking for the last collet in my collection for 
many years now, a 43/64" and having not found it I decided to order it new from Hardinge         
(Gasp $$$). I now have all collets from 1/16" to 3/4" in increments of 1/64" and wire gage sizes 
from No.1 to No.60 (that is from .228" to .040"). Believe me there isn't a shaft I can't hold 
accurately. For larger work on wheels or other parts I use a 4" diameter 3 jaw, 4 jaw or 6 jaw 
chuck or a plate chuck for fixing irregular work. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.  The Hardinge steady-rest. 
 

I started turning small parts with a 6.5mm (collet size) watchmakers lathe bought from Charles 
Allix (ex Torrens collection) in 1967. I found its small center height limiting from time to time 
so I bought a Derbyshire Model 750 to fill in on the larger jobs. After a few more years I traded 
up to a Hardinge. My Hardinge is a 9" swing 4C Cataract model made in Chicago in the early 
1920s. With the plain bearings on the Cataract you can get your nose up almost as close as with 
a smaller lathe and still maintain the accuracy you need. These plain bearings are fully 
adjustable sleeve bearings and they are backed up by a ball thrust bearing at the left end of the 
pulley. 
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I made two modifications over the years. First the early rocker type of tool post was replaced 
with a much more convenient type of quick change post (Photo 2). I also got so sick of the 
repulsion start motor with it's heavy weight and consequent leisurely stopping time that I finally 
sent it to the attic and replaced it with a 1 HP 3-phase motor controlled by a variable frequency 
ac drive unit. The unit controls the motor between barely turning over and as high as you want 
to go. I limit the armature to 4000 rpm. Also you can adjust the starting and stopping time 
interval as you wish. Still, for the sake of originality I saved the flat belts and all the drive 
hardware. With the three step pulley the spindle goes from thread turning speeds to polishing or 
grinding speeds. You can see in the photos that there are three counter shafts: one on the motor 
stand; one at the highest point near the ceiling and one over the center line of the bed. The last 
counter shaft is used for operating the spindle grinder and the vertical slide attachment. 
 
I have attached a few photos of some of the accessory devices I have collected over the years. 
First is the device for cylindrical grinding (Photo 3). These are very simple units requiring only 
that you have very little material to remove. Shown is a typical internal grinding operation. 
Since the spindle has limited protection from the grinding dust, when you find one on the 
internet they most likely will need to be honed to a perfect cylinder once again. This is an easy 
fix. The second photo is of a vertical slide they made for milling gears and other similar 
operations (Photo 4). 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Threading attachment mounted to the lathe back side. 
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Figure 7. Threading attachment with cutter arm. 
 
 
Next is a device that they call a thread chaser (Photos 6&7). The term "chasing" is used because 
the thread cutter follows a special threaded spindle (called a hob) placed behind the lathe 
headstock. The hob is driven with a combination of gears to connect the feed of the cutter to the 
revolutions of the headstock spindle so as to chase the thread down to a pre-determined point. 
When it reaches that point the follower is ejected from the hob. Once manually moving the 
cutter back to the right you engage another chase with the cutter advanced a half thousandth or 
so and make another pass. Such sequence is followed until the desired thread depth is achieved. 
Not as quick as using a die of course but there are certain uses that make such an operation 
necessary. I remember a case in Chicago many years ago where I talked to a person who was 
making marine chronometer bezels using a 9" 5C Hardinge Cataract equipped with a chaser 
exactly like this one. He had it set up to make those very fine large diameter internal threads 
that you see on chronometer bezels. Interestingly he was right across the street from the 
Ravenswood location of the old Hardinge factory and he told me that he got the set-up from one 
of the Hardinge brothers himself. 
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Figure 8.  The tail stock. 
 
Of course there was a tailstock with every lathe. I use my tailstock (photo 8) mostly for drilling 
and tapping holes and holding long shafts. One must spend efforts to keep the tailstock in 
alignment with the headstock or tapered holes will result. Just a speck of brass or steel on the 
bed will be enough to misalign this unit. Turning long shafts is aided by use of a three jaw 
steady rest (Photo 5) I can imagine the difficulty some people have without one of these gadgets 
especially when replacing a broken pivot at the long end of a wheel and arbor assembly. 
 
This lathe has been a good friend for a long time now. I know of several others who use a 
Cataract on a regular basis. They would probably agree with me. 
 
Regards Bill Bonta 
 
Copyright 2012 
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Not a Hardinge Lathe! 
 
Can any member identify the maker of this instrument maker’s lathe?  It was probably made 
sometime between 1880 and 1920?   The lathe is made from steel or iron castings and has never 
been painted or nickel plated.   The surface was machined, filed, and scraped by hand and many 
of the tool marks are still visible.  There is no maker’s mark but the number “1” is stamped on 
the lathe bed.  It has a 6 inch swing and an 18 inch bed length.  It is designed just as a 
watchmaker’s lathe would be but it appears to be on steroids.   
 
The draw bar and collet appear to be unique; the collet has a female thread while the draw bar 
has male threads.  This is reverse from most lathes.  The three jaw chuck is marked Thomason 
and Holles?, Rockville, CT..  But the chuck could have been made by a different firm.   

 
Any information or comments can be directed to the editor. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Instrument makers lathe with round leather belting and 
powered by overhead drive. 
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Figure 2.  The draw bar has male threads. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  The compound tool rest note there are no micrometer  
collars to measure the feed distance. 
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What is it? 
 

This tool was recently rescued from a mart table. There are no marks on it to indicate anything 
about its origin or use. There is an escape wheel from a cylinder escapement mounted on the 
center shaft. The shaft is held in place by the screws at the ends. The knurled section of the shaft 
suggests it was meant to be turned by hand. However, there is no provision for accurately 
centering the work. It is not even obvious that the tool was meant to service an escape wheel. 
The arm with the steel cone is held up by a spring on the right in the picture. Gentle finger 
pressure will bring it down and into contact with the wheel. The position of the cone and 
thereby the diameter of the area contacting the work can be adjusted by sliding the arm left or 
right.  
 
Price Russ 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.  Mystery tool in box. 
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Figure 2. Tool disassembled showing how the escapewheel is held. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  The tool fully assembled. 
 

What is it?  
Please contact the editor with the answer! 
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Back Issues of the Tool Enthusiasts’ Round-Up 
 

Thanks to the efforts of Ron Bechler all back issues of the Tool Enthusiasts’ Round-Up are now 
available as pdf files.  Issues from 1997 through 2008 vary in print quality and are mostly in a 
black and white format.  Issues from 2009 through 2011 were composed on a computer and 
were printed in color.  All are available on one CD for $25.  Some of the topics covered are: the 
depthing tool, Paulson lathes, uprighting tools, the Ted Crom Collection, making a screw 
cutting lathe, making a split stake for pinion repair, hairspring making and restoration, the 
screw head polishing tool and more.  CDs can be ordered from the treasurer by sending a check 
with your request.  Proceeds will go to chapter activities.   
 
Secretary/Treasurer: Dave Kern 
5 Hilltop Drive, Manhasset, NY 11030 
(516) 627-1012, Email: dkern@optonline.net 
 
                                 
 
 

Classified Ads 
 

Wanted 
Levin and Derbyshire headstock and tailstocks (lever feed) in 10 mm sizes, any condition, running or not.  Also 
10 mm Levin collets and other related equipment.  M. L. Shetler, Watchmaker, 7676 Route 62, South Dayton, 
N. Y. 14138 
 
Deckel, Aciera, Rivett, Schaublin, Lorch, Hardinge, Levin, lathe or mill accessories wanted.  Will trade, or sell 
if I have duplicates.  Mark Fulmer   
(330) 877-2021, Markusfu@hotmail.com 

 
Derbyshire Elect model lathe attachments- pivot polisher, screw cutting attachment, roller file rest, and screw 
feed tailstock - will trade - for sale: tools from the Elgin watch factory, lathes, grinders, millers, etc…some 
made by American Watch Tool.  J. Dill, 2117 22nd St. Road, Greeley, Co. 80631, Tel: 970-353-8561, 
jimdle@yahoo.com. 
 
 
For Sale 
NOW AVAILABLE ONCE AGAIN “THE WATCHMAKERS STAKING TOOL”  BY PERKINS & 
LUCCINA, $35.00 Postpaid, send remittance to, Ronald G. Bechler, 726 Royal Glen Drive, San Jose, CA  
95133-1446, (408) 926-3212 
 
Antique Engraving Machine, with three boxes of fonts. $500 or Best Offer 
Jim Bove, 3654 Dryden RD, Fremont, Ca 94555, 510-792-7352  
 

mailto:Markusfu@hotmail.com
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10 mm Collets made by Derbyshire and Levin, surface rust pitting but otherwise in good usable condition.  
Fractional sizes: 1/8, 3/16, ¼, 5/16, 5/32, 15/64, 19/64, 9/64 (new Levin), $135 for all, postage paid. Bruce 
Forman, 234 Eagle Ridge Drive, Valparaiso, IN 46385, (219) 763-4748, email: forman21@netzero.net  
 

 
 
American Watch Tool lathe, length of bed 28”, swing is 7”, Includes compound slide and one 3WO Hardinge 
collet.  $450.  Deena Mack, 644 Geise Rd. Attica, NY 14011, 585-591-1343, email dmack18@rochester.rr.com. 

 
Elgin Horizontal Milling Machine, Made by the Elgin Tool Works, Chicago, Ill.  Elgin was a division of 
Hardinge Manufacturing Company.  Comes with a dividing head, indexing plates, milling vice, 5 arbors, and 
misc. tooling. Would be a great tool for gear cutting.  220 volt-3phase,  Local pick-up only, $1,000 or best offer, 
Bruce Forman, 234 Eagle Ridge Drive, Valparaiso, IN 46385, (219) 763-4748, email: forman21@netzero.net  
 

 
 

Help Wanted 
 

We are always looking for a few good people to serve on our board and help with the newsletter.  The chapter 
could use a second vice president and one or two people to be editors.  If you ever wanted to publish a 
newsletter for absolutely no pay we have a job waiting.   

 
 
 
 
 

mailto:forman21@netzero.net
mailto:dmack18@rochester.rr.com
mailto:forman21@netzero.net
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Horological Tool Chapter 173, NAWCC 
Financial Comments 
Year Ended 6/30/12 

 
 
 Fiscal year ended 6/30/12 showed in a gain of $378 on Revenues of $1,150.  The gain was 
almost the opposite of last year’s loss.  Revenue increased from $730 last year because of an 
increase in Membership from 82 to 95, contributions of $180 and just pure cash flow.  More 
Members paid for two years and since we are on a cash basis we don’t defer the future income. In 
addition we sold a few Cd’s containing back issues which added $40.  We issued 3 quality 
newsletters during the year which kept expenses lower as the Newsletter is our only expense.  The 
number of Newsletters we publish depends on cost and available articles.  About half the Member’s 
Dues expire at 6/30/12 so we are counting on you to promptly remit your Dues for the New Year.  
We are in sound financial condition with $2,346 in cash, the Chapter’s only asset.  Presently, the 
newsletter costs about $200 per issue.  This cost is without using outside sources which means a lot 
of work for the Editor using his own printer.  The cash basis operating statement simply shows cash 
in and out.  Notionally, 95 Members paying their annual dues should give us enough revenue to 
cover 4 newsletters and about break even.  Bruce is very resourceful in coming up with interesting 
articles and often seems to find interesting tool guys to write about.  Of course, he still needs articles 
for the Newsletter so please continue to send them in.  Any suggestions positive or otherwise are 
welcome.  A summary of results of operations follows:   
 
Respectfully, 
Dave Kern, Treasurer 
    
    Tool Chapter 173, NAWCC   
        Operating Statement   
     June 30, 2012 
   
    
Cash Balance - June 30, 2011       $1,968 
    
Revenues    
 Dues         $1,150 
                        
Total Revenues        $1,150 
    
Expenses            $772 
 Newsletter costs        
                    
Total Expenses            $772 
    
Net Income            $378 
 
    
Cash Balance - June 30, 2012        $2,346 


